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1 
GENERAL INFORMATION 
 
 The Community Reinvestment Act (“CRA”) requires the Massachusetts Division of Banks 
(“Division”) to use its authority when examining financial institutions subject to its supervision, to 
assess the institution's record of meeting its needs of its entire assessment area, including low and 
moderate-income neighborhoods, consistent with safe and sound operation of the institution.  Upon 
conclusion of such examination, the Division must prepare a written evaluation of the institution's 
record of meeting the credit needs of its assessment area. 
 
 This document is an evaluation of the CRA performance of THE BANK OF WESTERN 
MASSACHUSETTS (or the “Bank”) prepared by the Division, the institution's supervisory 
agency. 
 
INSTITUTION'S CRA RATING: This institution is rated "Outstanding". 
 
Based on the Intermediate Small Bank CRA evaluation procedures specified for institutions with 
assets over $250 million but under $1 billion, The Bank of Western Massachusetts’s overall CRA 
performance is considered Outstanding.  The rating of this institution is established upon a review 
of the Lending Test and the Community Development Test, as discussed in this public evaluation.  
The Bank achieved a rating of Outstanding performance under both the Lending Test and 
Community Development Test.  This is the Bank’s first examination under the Intermediate Small 
Bank Procedures. 
 
Lending Test 
 
The Bank’s net loan-to-deposit ratio is excellent given the Bank’s size, financial condition, and 
assessment area credit needs.   
 
Lending activity within the assessment area is good as 84.8 percent of the loan originations 
reportable under the Home Mortgage Disclosure Act (“HMDA”) and 86.8 percent of the small 
business lending were within its assessment area. 
 
The Bank demonstrates an excellent level of lending to retail and commercial customers of 
different income levels. 
 
The geographic distribution of the Bank’s HMDA reportable loans reflects a reasonable 
dispersion throughout the assessment area while the Bank’s small business lending dispersion 
is excellent when compared to the demographics within low and moderate-income tracts. 
 
Fair lending policies and practices are considered satisfactory. 
 
Community Development Test 
 
The Bank’s community development performance demonstrates an excellent responsiveness to 
the community development needs of its assessment area through its community development 
loans, qualified investments, and community development services. 
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PERFORMANCE CONTEXT
 
Description of Institution 
 
The Bank of Western Massachusetts, is a state-chartered commercial bank headquartered in 
Springfield, Massachusetts.  The Bank, established in 1987, had total assets of $713.2 million 
as of March 31, 2006. The Bank's main office is located in downtown Springfield. The Bank also 
operates 11 branch offices located in Amherst; the village of Haydenville in Williamsburg; 
Holyoke; Northampton; Shelburne Falls; South Deerfield; and West Hatfield. Springfield and 
Greenfield each have two branches. Automatic Teller Machines (“ATM”s) are located at all 
branch locations. Since the Bank's last CRA examination conducted by the Division as of June 
2, 2003, one branch in Conway was closed in 2004. There were no branch openings. 
 
All of the full service offices offer extended hours during the week and are open Saturday mornings 
except for the main office and the branch in downtown Greenfield. The main office is located in a 
moderate income census tract.  All of the branches except for the main office have drive-up ATMs 
as well.  The Bank also hosts a website at www.bankwmass.com.  The website allows customers 
to access information on banking and investment services and products, branch locations, and 
hours of operation. 
 
The Bank offers customers 24-hour account access through its automated telephone banking 
system known as Access 24.  This system allows bank customers to obtain balance information, 
account history, execute transfers between accounts, and make loan payments and inquiries.  
Loan rates, deposit rates, product information, and office locations and hours are also available. 
The Bank also operates a customer service center Monday through Friday from 8:00 am to 5:00 
pm accessed through a toll free number. This service allows customers the ability to inquire about 
account balances, account history, research loan histories, loan advances, and process e-
banking applications. 
 
The Bank is a participant in The Massachusetts Community and Banking Council’s (MCBC) Basic 
Banking Program.  As a participant, The Bank of Western Massachusetts offers low cost savings 
and checking accounts. 
 
As of the March 31, 2006, the Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation’s (“FDIC”) Quarterly Call 
Report for The Bank of Western Massachusetts, the Bank had total assets of $713.2 million.  Of 
these total assets, $636.9 million or 89.3 percent were in the form of net loans.  The majority of the 
Bank's loans, 72.1 percent, were residential real estate loans.  Refer to the following table: 
 
Loan Portfolio Composition
Loan Type Amount (000s) Percent 
Commercial Real Estate 269,549 41.7% 
Commercial and Industrial 162,453 25.1% 
One to Four-Family Residential Mortgages  93,027 14.4% 
Obligations of states and political subdivisions 35,587 5.5% 
Multifamily (5 or more dwellings) 32,383 5.0% 
Equity Lines of Credit  21,071 3.3% 
Construction and Land Development  20,564 3.2% 
Other loans 5,833 0.9% 
Consumer Loans 4,902 0.7% 
Secured by Farmland 817 0.1% 
Farm loans 71 0.1% 
Total Gross Loans 646,257 100.0% 
 Source:  March 31, 2006 Report of Condition 
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PERFORMANCE CONTEXT (CONTINUED)
 
The Bank continues to be primarily involved in commercial lending, focusing on small 
businesses within the community. Commercial real estate and commercial loans make up 66.8 
percent of the Bank’s loan portfolio. Commercial real estate comprises the single greatest share 
of the loan portfolio.  Commercial and industrial loans comprise the next largest share of the 
portfolio.  These loans typically provide financing to businesses for capital expenditures and 
current operations.  The Bank of Western Massachusetts operates in a highly competitive 
market, both for small business and residential lending.  Local competitors include Hampden 
Savings Bank, Westfield Savings Bank, United Bank, Easthampton Savings Bank, WestBank, 
as well as a number of national banks, credit unions, and mortgage companies.   
 
There appears to be no legal or regulatory impediments that would affect The Bank of Western 
Massachusetts’s in meeting the needs of its assessment area.  The Division, concurrently with 
the FDIC conducted the previous CRA evaluation as of June 2, 2003.  That examination 
resulted in an “Outstanding” rating from both agencies. 
 
A community contact was conducted with a non-profit organization that promotes the development 
of small and micro businesses in western Massachusetts.  The contact described the area as a 
mature market, meaning there is more small business already established in the market then there 
is new start up businesses. The contact expressed the opinion that the area’s economy is flat and 
not growing to its potential. He also felt the area had a lot of potential for new businesses but felt it 
was not living up to that potential.  
 
Description of Assessment Area 
 
CRA requires financial institutions to define an assessment area within which its lending efforts are 
focused.  The Division evaluates the institution's CRA performance based on the defined 
assessment area.   
 
Based on this criterion, The Bank of Western Massachusetts has designated an assessment 
area within the Springfield Metropolitan Statistical Area (“MSA”) consisting of municipalities 
throughout Hampden, Hampshire, and Franklin counties.  The assessment area is comprised of 
the towns of Agawam, Amherst, Ashfield, Belchertown, Bernardston, Buckland, Charlemont, 
Chesterfield, Chicopee, Colrain, Conway, Deerfield, East Longmeadow, Easthampton, Gill, 
Goshen, Granby, Greenfield, Hadley, Hampden, Hatfield, Hawley, Heath, Holyoke, Huntington, 
Leyden, Longmeadow, Ludlow, Monroe, Montague, Northampton, Rowe, Shelbourne, South 
Hadley, Southampton, Southwick, Springfield, Sunderland, West Springfield, Westfield, 
Westhampton, Whately, Wilbraham, and Williamsburg. The defined assessment area appears 
to meet all technical requirements of the regulation and does not arbitrarily exclude low and 
moderate-income areas. 
 
Springfield is a major urban industrial center located in the Connecticut River Valley at the junction 
of regional routes between Boston and New York.  Commercial trade was the main business of the 
city from its earliest history and continues to be today.1
 
The Bank's assessment area is comprised of 126 census tracts.  There are 17 low-income tracts, 22 
moderate-income tracts, 53 middle-income tracts, 33 upper-income census tracts, and 1 tract 
whose income designation is not available.  This census tract is located within the Town of Amherst 
and encompasses the area around the University of Massachusetts where there are very few 
housing units.  The majority of low-income census tracts (13) are located in the City of Springfield.  
The other low-income census tracts are located in the City of Holyoke. The moderate-income  
                                                  
1 Springfield narrative provided by the Massachusetts Department of Housing and Community Development 
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PERFORMANCE CONTEXT (CONTINUED)
 
census tracts are located in Amherst (1), Chicopee (4), Greenfield (2), Holyoke (3), Ludlow (1), 
Montague (1), Springfield (8), West Springfield (1) and Westfield (1). The median-family income 
for the Springfield MSA was $61,200 in 2004 and $61,800 in 2005.  The unemployment rate, 
according to the 2000 US Census was 2.74 percent. 
 
Census demographic information for 2000 obtained from CRA WIZ indicates that the Bank’s 
assessment area contains a total population of 612,332 individuals.  There are 246,903 housing 
units within the assessment area of which 58.5 percent are owner-occupied, 36.3 percent are 
rental occupied and 5.2 percent are vacant housing units. The housing stock is comprised primarily 
of one-to-four family dwellings which make up 80.1 percent of the total housing units.  In addition, 
households living below the poverty level represent 13.1 percent of total households compared to 
10.0 percent for the Commonwealth of Massachusetts.  The highest proportion of the area’s 
population, owner-occupied housing, and business establishments are within the middle-income 
census tracts. 
 
The following table provides demographic and economic information pertaining to the Bank’s 
assessment area. 
 
Table:  Demographic Information (2004) 
Demographic Characteristics # Low 
% of # 
Moderate 
% of # 
Middle 
% of # 
Upper 
% of # 
NA* 
% of # 
Geographies (Census Tracts) 126 13.50 17.46 42.06 26.19 0.79 
Population by Geography 612,332 9.36 19.19 44.49 26.96 0.00 
Owner-Occupied Housing by Geography 144,562 2.61 12.10 52.15 33.14 0.00 
Business by Geography 32,454 13.52 18.41 41.32 26.74 0.01 
Family Distribution by Income Level 150,692 22.08 17.15 21.77 39.00 0.00 
Distribution of Low and Moderate 
Income 
Families throughout AA Geographies 
59,113 16.74 24.84 43.18 15.24 0.00 
Source:  2000 U.S. Census Data  
(*) The NA category consists of geographies that have not been assigned an income classification 
 
 
The median housing value in 2000 for the assessment area was $119,209. Like much of New 
England, the area’s housing prices have risen dramatically in the past few years.  According to 
The Warren Group, a Boston firm that tracks the real estate market, single-family and 
condominium prices rose by double-digits in Hampden, Hampshire, and Franklin counties from 
2004 to 2005.  Between January and November of 2005, the median price of single-family home 
rose 13.3 percent from a year earlier in Hampden County; 10.9 percent in Hampshire County; 
and 10.3 percent in Franklin County. 
 
Aggregate data, for residential mortgage lending performance purposes only, constituting (both 
large and small) mortgage companies, savings banks, commercial banks, cooperative banks, 
and credit unions, shows that 450 lender have originated and/or purchased at least one 
residential mortgage and/or home improvement loan within the Bank’s assessment area 
(source: PCI Services, Inc., CRA Wiz) in calendar year 2004.   
 
The largest employers in the area include Baystate Medical Center in Springfield; University of 
Massachusetts in Amherst; and MassMutual Financial Group in Springfield.  The assessment 
area is also home to several private schools, colleges, and universities. 
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Description of Aggregate Data Utilized/Lending Activity 
 
An analysis of the demographics of businesses located within the assessment area was also 
conducted due to the Bank’s large commercial loan portfolio.  According to 2000 Business 
Geodemographic data, there are 32,454 businesses operating within the assessment area.  Of 
these businesses, 13.52 percent operate in the low-income census tract, 18.41 percent in the 
moderate-income census tract, 41.32 percent in the middle-income census tract, 26.74 percent 
in the upper-income census tract, and 0.01 percent in the N/A income census tracts.  The 
majority of businesses are located in the middle-income geographies which coincide with the 
greatest percentage of tracts in the assessment area.   
 
In addition to The Bank of Western Massachusetts, there are 68 other financial institutions 
operating in the area offering commercial loan products, creating competition for small business 
lending. These institutions include other banks, finance companies, and credit card companies. 
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PERFORMANCE CRITERIA – LENDING TEST 
 
1. LOAN TO DEPOSIT ANALYSIS 
 
The Bank of Western Massachusetts net loan to total deposit (“LTD”) ratio is considered excellent. 
 
The Bank’s average LTD ratio of 102.5 percent is more than reasonable given the institution’s 
size, financial condition, and assessment area credit needs. 
 
The average LTD ratio was calculated by averaging the Bank’s 11 quarterly LTD ratios for the 
period of June 30, 2003 through December 31, 2005.  The resulting average LTD ratio was 
compared to other similarly situated banks of comparable asset size and product offerings The 
Bank of Western Massachusetts had the highest average LTD for the period. 
 
2. COMPARISON OF CREDIT EXTENDED INSIDE AND OUTSIDE OF THE ASSESSMENT 
AREA (S) 
 
Based upon the following data, The Bank of Western Massachusetts has achieved an excellent 
level of its HMDA reportable lending within its assessment area. 
 
An analysis of HMDA and small business reportable lending extended both inside and outside of 
the Bank’s assessment area for the period under review was performed.  The following table 
illustrates the Bank’s level of HMDA reportable lending both inside and outside its assessment 
area.  
 
Distribution of Loans Inside and Outside of the Assessment Area 
Number of Loans Dollars in Loans (000s) 
Inside Outside Inside Outside 
Loan Category or 
Type 
# % # % 
Total 
$ % $ % 
Total 
Home Purchase 97 80.83 23 19.17 120 18,628 75.20 6,144 24.80 24,772 
Refinance 55 85.94 9 14.06 64 8,579 79.38 2,228 20.62 10,807 
Home Improvement 26 100.0 0 0.00 26 1,660 100.0 0 0.00 1,660 
Subtotal - 
Mortgage 
178 84.76 32 15.24 210 28,867 77.52 8,372 22.48 37,239 
Small Business 635 87.35 92 12.65 727 87,627 80.10 21,764 19.90 109,391 
Other Small 
Business 
111 84.09 21 15.91 132 18,566 79.29 4,850 20.71 23,416 
Subtotal – Small 
Business  
746 86.85 113 13.15 859 106,193 79.96 26,614 20.04 132,807 
Total 924 86.44 145 13.56 1,069 135,060 79.43 34,986 20.57 170,046 
Source:  HMDA, CRA Disclosure Statements, and Bank records (2004) 
 
As shown in the above table, the Bank originated 1,069 loans totaling $170 million.  Of these 
loans, 924 loans totaling $135 million were originated in the assessment area.  This equates to 
86.44 percent by number and 79.43 percent by dollar volume.  These percentages constitute a 
substantial majority in terms of both number of loans and dollar volume and reflect a good 
responsiveness to the credit needs of the assessment area.   
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3.  DISTRIBUTION OF CREDIT AMONG DIFFERENT INCOME LEVELS 
 
Based upon the analysis, The Bank of Western Massachusetts’s distribution of its residential 
mortgage lending within its assessment area to borrowers of low and moderate-incomes and 
businesses is considered to be excellent. 
 
Residential Lending 
 
An analysis of residential mortgage (HMDA reportable) lending extended within the Bank’s 
assessment area, among various income levels for the period under review was performed2.  For 
the purposes herein, the period under review for HMDA reportable lending constitutes calendar 
years 2004 and 2005.  A HMDA reportable loan is defined as home purchase loans (including 
originations, purchases, and refinances) as well as home improvement loans.  These loans were 
categorized by the applicant’s reported incomes in 2004 and 2005.  
 
Overall, the Bank’s distribution of home loans among the various borrower income categories is 
reasonable.  Refer to the following table for the distribution of HMDA loans by borrower income. 
 
Distribution of Residential Loans by Borrower Income  
Borrower  
Income Level 
 
Families 
 
Aggregate Loans 
 
Bank Loans 
2004 
 % # % # % $ % 
Low 22.08 2,542 7.83 31 8.22 3,304 5.70
Moderate 17.15 7,714 23.76 62 16.45 7,183 12.39
Middle 21.77 8,954 27.58 102 27.06 13,728 23.69
Upper 39.00 9,235 28.44 140 37.14 25,482 43.97
N/A 0.00 4,022 12.39 42 11.13 8,261 14.25
Total 100.00 32,467 100.00 377 100.00 57,958 100.00
Source:  2000 U.S. Census Data ; 2004 HMDA LAR & Aggregate Lending Data; 2004 HMDA LAR 
 
As shown in the above table, the middle- and upper-income borrowers accounted for most of 
the HMDA reportable loans.  The Bank of Western Massachusetts’ lending to low-income 
borrowers compares favorably to area aggregate lenders but both the Bank and aggregate 
lenders are substantially below demographic data.  However, it is noted that most low-income 
families particularly, those below the poverty level, would not qualify for homeownership.   
 
The Bank of Western Massachusetts’s lending to moderate-income families is well below area 
aggregate lenders but comparable to demographic data.  The lending level to moderate-income 
families is deemed reasonable when considering that the Bank is not a major originator of home 
mortgages; the Bank’s lending performance when compared to demographic data is very 
reasonable; and the increasing cost of housing within the assessment area which makes 
homeownership very difficult for both low- and moderate-income families. 
 
The 2004 HMDA aggregate data was used to evaluate the Bank’s distribution of loans by 
borrower income.  The Bank’s performance was similar to the area’s aggregate lenders’ in that 
the highest percentage of loans was to the middle- and upper-income borrowers.  Overall, the 
Bank’s lending is reasonable when considering the Bank is primarily a small business 
commercial lender. 
                                                  
2 Low income is defined by the US Census Bureau as income below 50 percent of the median family income level for the MD; moderate 
income is defined as 50 to 79 percent of the median family income; middle income is defined as income between 80 and 119 percent of 
the median family income; and upper income is defined as income greater than 120 percent of the median family income.  
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In 2005, the Bank reported 575 HMDA reportable loans compared to 377 in 2004.  Of those 
loans 6.61 percent or 38 loans were to low-income borrowers and 14.78 percent or 85 loans 
were to moderate-income borrowers.  This marks a substantial increase in volume from 2004 to 
2005 but a decrease in lending percentages to low- and moderate-income borrowers.   
 
Small Business Lending 
 
The Bank’s distribution of small business loans to businesses of different loan and revenue 
sizes is excellent.  Refer to Tables 1, 2, 3 and 4 for information concerning the small business 
lending.  
 
Table 1 – Distribution of Small Business Loans by Loan Size 
Aggregate Lending 
Data 
Bank Data Loan Size 
 (000s) 
# % # % $ % 
< $100 13,532 92.73 386 62.36 16,647 19.30
> $100 < $250 579 3.97 132 21.32 22,562 26.16
> $250 < $1,000 482 3.30 101 16.32 47,047 54.54
Total 14,593 100.0 619* 100.0 86,256 100.0
Source: CRA LAR and CRA Wiz Small Business Aggregate Lending Data (2004) & CRA LAR 
             *The Bank reported 16 loans with GARs of N/A which are not included in this table.  
 
As shown in Table 1, approximately 62 percent of the Bank’s small business loans were in 
amounts of $100,000 or less.  These statistics are routinely used as an illustration of The Bank’s 
commitment to meeting the needs of small business owners in its assessment area. 
 
Market share reports show there are 68 small business lenders operating in the Bank’s 
assessment area.  The Bank of Western Massachusetts is ranked 8th.  Four of seven financial 
institutions which ranked higher showed an average loan size between $3,000 and $9,000.  
These four financial institutions also captured 55 percent of the market share. The small 
average loan size indicates that those are most likely commercial credit cards.  The Bank of 
Western Massachusetts average loan size is $135,000.  The other two financial institutions 
which captured a larger market share than the Bank had average loan sizes of $35,000 and 
$133,000, respectively. 
 
Small business loans originated within the Bank’s assessment area, during this period, were also 
analyzed to determine the distribution among businesses of various sizes.  The majority of small 
business loans originated during this period was granted to small businesses whose annual 
revenues were $1 million or less.  The following tables depict the distribution of small business 
loans within the Bank’s assessment area by revenues of the business. 
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Table 2 – Distribution of Small Business Loans by Gross Annual Revenue Category (GAR) 
Aggregate Lending Data Bank Data Gross Annual 
Revenues 
(000s) # % # % $ % 
< $1,000 4,869 33.37 379 61.23 42,896 49.73 
> $1,000 9,724 66.63 240 38.77 43,360 50.27 
Total 14,593 100.0 619* 100.0 86,256 100.0 
Source: CRA LAR and CRA Wiz Small Business Aggregate Lending Data (2004).  
             *The Bank reported 16 small business loans with GAR of N/A which are not included in this table.   
 
As shown in the table above, of the 619 small business loans originated in the assessment area 
61 percent or 379 loans were to businesses with gross annual revenues of $1 million or less 
compared to the aggregate which reported approximately 33 percent. 
 
Other Small Business Lending  
 
Table 3 – Distribution of OTHER Small Business Loans by Loan Size 
Aggregate Lending 
Data 
Bank Data Loan Size 
 (000s) # % # % $ % 
< $100 N/A N/A 59 56.73   2,641 14.82 
> $100 < $250 N/A N/A 27 25.96   4,777 26.81 
> $250 < $1,000 N/A N/A 18 17.31  10,399 58.37 
Total N/A N/A 104* 100.0 17,817 100.0 
Source: CRA LAR and CRA Wiz Small Business Aggregate Lending Data (2004) & CRA LAR 
          *The Bank reported 7 other small business loans with GAR N/A which are not included in this table. 
 
As shown in Table 3, approximately 57 percent of the Bank’s other small business loans were in 
amounts of $100,000 or less.  Again, a majority of the Bank’s other small business loans were in 
amounts of $100,000 or less, indicating utilization by small business owners.  
 
Table 4 - Distribution of OTHER Small Business Loans by Gross Annual Revenue Category (GAR) 
Aggregate Lending Data Bank Data Gross Annual 
Revenues 
(000s) # % # % $ % 
< $1,000 NA 0.0 68 65.38 11,422  64.11 
> $1,000 NA 0.0 36 34.62 6,395 35.89 
Total NA 0.0 104 100.0 17,817 100.0 
Source: CRA LAR and CRA Wiz Small Business Aggregate Lending Data (2004). 
              *The Bank reported 7 small business loans with GARs of N/A which are not included in this table.  
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As shown on Table 4, approximately 65 percent of The Bank of Western Massachusetts’s other 
small business loans (small business loans secured by real estate mortgages) were to 
businesses with revenues of $1 million or less.  This reflects an excellent response to the credit 
needs of small business owners within the Bank’s assessment area and illustrates the Bank’s 
commitment to serving those needs.  
 
4. GEOGRAPHIC DISTRIBUTION OF LOANS 
 
The Bank of Western Massachusetts’s geographic distribution of residential lending reflects a 
reasonable dispersion, while small business lending reflects an excellent dispersion throughout 
the assessment area including low and moderate-income census tracts.  
 
Residential Lending 
 
A review of HMDA reportable lending extended within the various census tracts contained within 
the Bank’s assessment area was conducted.  The following table presents the Bank’s performance 
as well as the 2004 aggregate data (exclusive of The Bank of Western Massachusetts) of HMDA 
reportable lending by percentage.  In addition, the table also reflects the percentage of owner-
occupied housing units in each of the census tract income categories.   
 
As shown in the table, the Bank’s lending performance in low- and moderate-income census 
tracts is below area aggregate lenders but consistent with demographic data and considered 
reasonable.   
 
Distribution of HMDA Loans by Income Category of the Census Tract 
Aggregate Lending 
Data 
    
2004 Bank Data 
 
Census Tract 
Income Level 
% of Total 
Owner-Occupied 
Housing Units 
# % # % $ % 
Low 2.61 1,879 5.79 10 2.65 1,962 3.39
Moderate 12.10 5,451 16.79 46 12.20 4,498 7.76
Middle 52.15 16,159 49.77 215 57.03 32,049 55.30
Upper 33.14 8,946 27.55 106 28.12 19,449 33.55
N/A 0.00 32 0.10 N/A N/A N/A N/A
Total 100.00 32,467 100.00 377 100.0 57,958 100.00
Source: U.S. Census (2000), HMDA LAR and Aggregate Data (2004).   
 
The Bank of Western Massachusetts’s lending in low-income census tracts is 2.65 percent 
compared to the area’s aggregate lenders’ which reported 5.79 percent.  Further breakdown 
illustrates that the Bank reported nine home purchase loans and one refinance loan in low-
income census tracts.  The Bank did not report any home improvement loans in low-income 
census tracts. Of these home purchase loans, seven were for one-to-four family properties and 
three were for multi-family properties (5 units or more).   
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The Bank of Western Massachusetts’s lending performance in moderate-income census tract is 
also below the area’s aggregate lenders’ but consistent with demographic data and considered 
reasonable.  The Bank’s lending in moderate-income census tracts is 12.2 percent compared to 
the area’s aggregate lenders’ which reported 16.79 percent.  Further breakdown illustrates that 
the Bank reported 26 home purchase loans, 17 refinance loans, and 3 home improvement loans 
in moderate-income census tracts.  Of these loans, 43 were for one-to-four family homes and 
three were for multi-family homes (5 units or more).  
 
The middle-income census tracts accounted for the highest proportion of the HMDA reportable 
loans.  The strong performance in the middle-income census tracts is expected considering that 
these tracts contain 52.15 percent the area’s owner-occupied housing units and 53 of the 
Bank’s 126 census tracts.  The Bank’s performance was similar to aggregate in that the greatest 
share of the lending activity occurred in the middle-income census tracts.   
 
In 2005, the Bank’s HMDA reportable loans (originated & purchased) increased to 575 from 377 
in 2004.  The Bank reported 26 loans, or 4.52 percent of its loans, in low-income census tracts.   
This is an improvement from 10 loans or 2.65 percent in 2004 for this same category.  The Bank 
reported 63 loans, or 10.96 percent, of its loans in moderate-income census tracts, a decrease 
from 46 loans, or 12.20 percent, in 2004. 
 
Small Business Lending 
 
The Bank of Western Massachusetts’s small business lending in low-income census tracts is 
strong at 17.95 percent by number and 16.78 percent by dollar volume.  The Bank’s small 
business lending for moderate-income census tracts at 12.91 percent by number is below the 
aggregate but is considered strong when considering the Bank’s performance in the low income 
census tract, branch structure, market share, and average loan balance. 
 
 Distribution of Small Business Loans by Income Category of the Census Tract 
Aggregate Lending 
Data   
Bank Data Census Tract 
Income Level 
% of Commercial 
Businesses 
# % # % $ % 
Low 13.52 1,417 11.03 114 17.95 14,708 16.78
Moderate 18.41 2.182 16.98 82 12.91 12,252 13.98
Middle 41.32 5,754 44.79 247 38.90 33,650 38.40
Upper 26.74 3,494 27.19 192 30.24 27,017 30.84
N/A* .01 1 .01 0 0.00 0 0.00
Total 100.00 12,848 100.00 635 100.00 87,627 100.00
Source: Based on 2004 Dun & Bradstreet; 2004 Peer Small Business Data ;2004 Small Business LAR  
 
During 2004, The Bank of Western Massachusetts extended 635 small business loans most of 
which were to businesses located in middle-income census tracts.  The Bank extended 114 
small business loans or 17.95 percent to small businesses located in low-income census tracts.  
This level is strong and well exceeds area aggregate lenders which reported 11.03 percent.    
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Market share reports show that the Bank is ranked 6th for small business lending in low-income 
census tracts within the Bank’s assessment area.  
 
The Bank’s small business lending in moderate-income census tracts is 12.91 percent by 
number and 13.98 percent by dollar volume.  The Bank of Western Massachusetts’s small 
business lending in moderate-income census tracts is below the number of businesses and 
area’s aggregate lenders’ in the moderate-income tracts.  Market share reports show that the 
Bank is ranked 11th out of 68 lenders for lending to small businesses located in moderate-
income census tracts.  A factor is the Bank’s branch distribution. The Bank does not have a 
branch presence in Chicopee, Ludlow, Montague, West Springfield, and Westfield where 8 of 
the 22 moderate-income census tracts are located.  Market share reports also indicate of those 
financial institutions which ranked higher than The Bank of Western Massachusetts in lending to 
small businesses located in low- and moderate-income census tracts, 5 financial institutions 
reported average loan balances of $9,000 or less indicating that these loans are most likely 
commercial credit cards.  The Bank of Western Massachusetts’s average small business loan 
size is $135,000.  Overall, the Bank’s lending distribution in low- and moderate-income census 
tracts is considered strong. 
 
In 2005, the Bank reported 460 small business loans, a decline from the 635 small business 
loans reported in 2004.  The decline is primarily attributed to the Bank’s change in underwriting 
practices.  Previously, the Bank’s small business loans were underwritten on demand and 
reviewed annually and under certain circumstances where required to be reported on the Bank’s 
CRA loan application register (“LAR”). However, recently the Bank changed this practice and 
now most small business loans are underwritten with a 5 year maturity, therefore, no longer 
reported annually on the Bank’s CRA LAR. 
 
In 2005, The Bank of Western Massachusetts’s small business lending in low-income census 
tracts increased to 19.57 percent and is considered very strong.  Conversely, the Bank’s small 
business lending declined for moderate-income census tracts to 11.52 percent.  This 
performance is consistent with small business lending performance in 2004 in that the Bank’s 
lending performance is stronger in low-income census tracts versus moderate-income census 
tracts. 
 
Other Small Business Lending  
 
A review was also conducted of the Bank’s other small business lending which does not 
technically meet the definition of a small business loan but which The Bank of Western 
Massachusetts has the option and has elected to be considered in this evaluation. 
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Distribution of OTHER Small Business Loans by Income Category of the Census Tract 
Aggregate Lending 
Data    
Bank Data Census Tract 
Income Level 
% of Commercial 
Businesses 
2004 # % $ % 
Low 13.52 N/A 14 12.61 2,224 11.98
Moderate 18.41 N/A 11 9.91 2,510 13.52
Middle 41.32 N/A 43 38.74 5,709 30.75
Upper 26.74 N/A 43 38.74 8,123 43.75
N/A* .01 N/A 0 0.00 0 0.00
Total 100.00 N/A 111 100.00 18,566 100.00
Source: Based on 2004 Dun & Bradstreet; Bank loan register for small business lending secured by real estate 
 
As shown above, the Bank originated 14 or 12.61 percent other small business loans in low-
income census tracts and 11 or 9.91 percent of other small business loans in moderate-income 
census tracts.  These loans were funded to small businesses but because of the security 
collateral did not meet the technical definition of a small business loan for reporting purposes.  
Again, consistent with small business lending overall, the Bank’s performance in lending to 
small businesses in low-income census tracts is stronger than the Bank’s lending in moderate-
income census tracts.  The Bank of Western Massachusetts’s lending in this category is 
considered reasonable.  
 
5. REVIEW OF COMPLAINTS/FAIR LENDING POLICIES AND PRACTICES 
 
The Bank of Western Massachusetts received several CRA complaints regarding the closure of 
the Conway Branch.  As a result of those expressed concerns, the Bank elected to sell the 
Conway branch to a competitor versus closing the branch.  The Bank had taken a noteworthy 
action in response to these complaints about its performance in meeting assessment area credit 
needs by finding a suitable purchaser for the branch which allowed it to remain open and 
continue to serve the community. 
 
The Bank has a satisfactory record of implementing fair lending policies and practices.  The 
following discussion is based on the guidelines of the Division of Banks’ Regulatory Bulletin 2.3-
101.  
 
The Bank of Western Massachusetts has 15 employees from various minority groups and 14 bi-
lingual employees.  Languages spoken include Portuguese, Vietnamese, Spanish and Russian.  
Employee compensation is not commission based. 
 
The Bank offers a variety of fixed and adjustable rate mortgages mortgage products as well as 
home equity lines of credit, consumer loans and commercial credit.  The Bank advertises in 
print, radio and television media which reach all segments of the Bank's market. 
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The Bank of Western Massachusetts does not have a second review process for denied 
residential applications.  However, the Bank applies compensating factors to marginal 
applicants.  Denied commercial loan applications are given a second review.  
 
The Bank conducts fair lending training annually with its lending staff.  Topics include the Equal 
Credit Opportunity Act and the Fair Housing Act.   
 
A Fair Lending review was conducted at this examination.  This review was conducted in 
accordance with the Federal Financial Institutions Examination Council (FFIEC) Interagency 
Fair Lending Examination Procedures.  
 
Minority Application Flow 
 
For the period reviewed, The Bank of Western Massachusetts received 19 HMDA reportable 
mortgage applications from minority groups within its assessment area, of which 14 were 
originated and 5 were denied.  
 
The following table reflects the minority applications received by the Bank from within its 
assessment area.  Also included in the table are the minority demographics of The Bank of 
Western Massachusetts’s assessment area based upon 2000 census data as well as the 2004 
aggregate data (exclusive of Bank of Western Massachusetts).  Refer to the following: 
MINORITY APPLICATION FLOW 
Bank 2004 2004 Aggregate 
Data 
Bank 2005 Bank TOTAL  
RACE 
# % # % # % # % 
American Indian/ 
Alaska Native 
- - 337 0.6 1 0.2 1 0.08
Asian 5 0.9 755 1.3 1 0.2 6 0.5
Black/ African American 2 0.4 3,525 6.2 2 0.3 4 0.4
Hawaiian/Pac Isl. - - 274 0.5 0 - - -
2 or more Minority - - 19 0.03 0 - - -
Joint Race 
(White/Minority) 
2 0.4 475 0.8 6 1.0 8 0.7
Total Minority 9 1.7 5,385 9.4 10 1.7 19 1.7
White 367 67.4 37,354 65.1 368 64.0 735 65.7
Race Not Available 168 30.9 14,639 25.5 197 34.3 365 32.6
Total 544 100.0 57,378 100.0 575 100.0 1,119 100.0
ETHNICITY    
Hispanic or Latino 3 0.6 4,693 8.2 3 0.5 6 0.5
Not Hispanic or Latino 305 56.0 34,735 60.5 366 63.7 671 60.0
Joint (Hisp/Lat /Not 
Hisp/Lat) 
3 0.6 417 0.7 3 0.5 6 0.5
Ethnicity Not Available 233 42.8 17,533 30.6 203 35.3 436 39.0
Total 544 100 57,378 100.0 575 100 1,119 100.0
Source:  US Census, HMDA LAR, HMDA Aggregate Data 
 
The Bank's minority application flow for this period was compared with the 2004 aggregate data 
for all other HMDA reporters within the assessment area.  The comparison of these data assists 
in deriving reasonable expectations for the rate of application the Bank received from minority 
credit applicants.  The Bank received fewer applications from minorities in 2004 than the 
aggregate.  In 2005, the Bank received the same percentage of minority applications as it did in 
2004.  It should be noted that these figures are for residential loans and the Bank's focus is 
primarily on commercial loans. 
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The Bank of Western Massachusetts community development performance demonstrates 
excellent responsiveness to community development needs in its assessment areas through 
community development loans, qualified investments, and community development services, as 
appropriate, considering the institution's capacity and the need and availability of such 
opportunities for community development in the institution's assessment area.   
 
Community Development Loans 
 
The Bank of Western Massachusetts has granted an excellent level of qualified community 
development loans during this examination period.  As defined in the CRA regulation, a 
community development loan has as its primary purpose: affordable housing for low and 
moderate-income individuals, community services targeted to low and moderate-income 
individuals, activities that promote economic development by financing small businesses or 
small farms, or activities that revitalize or stabilize low and moderate-income geographies.  In 
addition, unless it is for a multifamily dwelling (five of more units), the loan must not be reported 
as a home mortgage or small business loan or it benefits the Bank’s assessment area or a 
broader statewide area that included the assessment area  
 
During the examination period, The Bank of Western Massachusetts originated 17 loans totaling 
$5,372,539 that meet the definition of Community Development.  The following is a sample of the 
Community Development Loans originated and committed to during the period under review: 
 
• In 2004, the Bank provided $1,500,000 in credit facilities to a non-profit corporation that 
provides affordable mental health related services to clients throughout the Pioneer Valley.  
Programs offered by the corporation include clinical and outreach therapeutic services, 
consultation and education, and parent training and support services.  The credit given 
consisted primarily of lines of credit to support working capital needs. 
 
• In April 2004, the Bank provided an $800,000 commercial mortgage to purchase and 
renovate a building that accommodated 55 units of affordable housing.  The Bank made this 
loan to a non-profit dedicated to preserving and improving the existing affordable housing 
stock and developing new housing for low- and moderate-income residents. 
 
• In November 2005, the Bank provided a 30-day time note of $25,000 to a local community 
center to provide for working capital needs while the center waited to receive an awarded 
Community Development Block Grant from the city. 
 
• As part of its revitalization efforts, the City of Springfield demolished a housing development 
and built condominiums for low and moderate-income families in a low-income census tract.  
In 2005, the Bank provided funding to borrowers to renovate and purchase the 
condominiums while maintaining their affordability. 
 
The Bank provides loans through the Massachusetts Housing Partnership (“MHP”), an 
organization established by the Massachusetts Legislature in 1985 to provide financing for 
qualified housing projects.  MHP provides communities, local housing partnerships and 
nonprofit and for-profit developers with technical assistance and below marked financing to 
create rental housing and homeownership opportunities to revitalize and stabilize 
neighborhoods.  The types of projects that serve a qualified community development purpose 
include affordable rental housing; limited equity cooperatives; affordable home ownership  
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programs; tenant management programs; and tenant ownership programs in state funded public 
housing developments.  The Bank made an original commitment of $2,011,050 in 1996. This 
commitment matured in 2004 and no loans were made through it during the review period.  In 
1995, the Bank made its own commitment of $1,927,656 to MHP and currently has a balance of 
$388,976 available to MHP.  Of the Bank's total Community Development lending, $789,539 
was through this commitment.  Projects funded include: 
 
• In 2004, the Bank provided $505,987 in funding for the construction of 36 units of low- to 
moderate-income housing.   
 
• The Bank provided a loan for an affordable senior housing project for low and moderate-
income seniors.  In addition to providing funding, the Bank contributed considerable time 
and the expertise of its staff in order to make this project possible. 
 
Although they may not be specifically considered under this test, the Bank originated 12 
additional loans totaling $3,111,000 that were reported on its HMDA and Small Business loan 
application register that had "community development" as their primary purpose.  Loans of this 
nature generally require additional effort and expertise.  These loans included: 
 
• A line of credit to a local builder who renovates and builds affordable homes for low- and 
moderate-income families in Western Massachusetts 
• A line of credit to a non-profit agency who provides social services and shelter to women 
who have been mentally and physically abused 
• A commercial mortgage for an upstart art center which will provide housing and studio 
space for visiting and local artists in an area of Holyoke that the city has targeted for 
revitalization  
• A working capital line of credit to a local child care center that is operated specifically for 
low and moderate- income families  
• Several loans for multi-family housing projects in low and moderate-income geographies 
 
 
Qualified Investments 
 
A qualified investment for the purposes of this CRA evaluation is a lawful investment, deposit, 
membership share, or grant that has community development as its primary purpose. 
 
The Bank’s equity investments and charitable donations demonstrate a good level of 
responsiveness to the needs within the community.  
 
Investments 
 
• The Bank has funded $212,500 of its $250,000 commitment to Mass Ventures Equity 
Fund, L. P. The equity fund is a limited partnership organized under the laws of Delaware.  
The partner, Krestrel Ventures, L.L.C. manages the operations of the partnership.  The 
partnership’s purpose is to invest between $250,000 and $1,000,000 in promising growth 
companies in diverse industries and stages of development located throughout the Pioneer 
Valley Region.  As of April 30, 2006, the book value of this investment is $187,606. 
 
• In 2003, the Bank invested $510,000 in the Massachusetts Housing Equity Fund 2001 LLC.  
This Fund was formed in December 2001 to finance the acquisition of operating limited 
partnerships formed to acquire, rehabilitate, construct, operate, and manage multifamily 
properties located throughout Massachusetts,  
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including the Bank’s assessment area.  The operating limited partnerships are expected to 
qualify for federal low-income housing tax credits.  The book value on this investment as of 
April 30, 2006 is $329,906.  
 
• In 2006, the Bank committed $500,000 to the Massachusetts Housing Equity Fund XI LLC.  
This Fund was formed in December 2004 to engage in low-income housing improvement 
projects and related commercial facilities in Massachusetts, including the Bank’s 
assessment area, and in a limited number of commercial projects in economically 
disadvantaged neighborhoods to help supply equity financing to assist in the provision of 
decent, safe, and sanitary housing affordable to low-income households and in 
redevelopment of economically disadvantaged neighborhoods. As of April 30, 2006, the 
Bank has funded $10,000 to this equity fund. 
 
 
Charitable Grants 
 
Charitable Grants or Donations are considered "qualified investments" if they have as their primary 
purpose community development as defined above.  The Bank of Western Massachusetts has 
made contributions to organizations that provide education, youth programs, health and human 
services for individuals in need, and support business growth and development. From June to 
December in 2003, the Bank granted $25,773 in charitable donations that qualified as investments 
under CRA.  In 2004, the Bank granted $65,827 in charitable contributions.  In 2005, the Bank 
granted $62,960 in qualified charitable contributions.  For 2006 year to date, the Bank has 
extended $33,668 in charitable contributions which received credit under the CRA.  The following 
list included examples of these contributions. 
 
• Franklin County Community Development Corporation The Corporation’s mission is to 
stimulate a more vital, rural economy, to maximize community control over future economic 
destiny, and to expand opportunities for low and moderate-income residents.   
 
• Girls Incorporated (Girls, Inc.) Girls, Inc. is a social service organization.  Its programs 
include, but are not limited to, individual and family counseling, financial aid, teen and youth 
programs, and Life Child Care.    
 
• United Way of Franklin and Hampshire County This is a volunteer driven organization that 
raises and distributes funds to social service programs that respond to current, critical, and 
emerging community needs.    
 
• Rural Development Inc. This is a non-profit created in 1991 to serve the housing needs of 
people with low or moderate-incomes.   
 
• Open Pantry This organization is a private non-profit social service agency which provides 
comprehensive services to people who are homeless, hungry, or disadvantaged.  
 
• Western Massachusetts Training Consortium The Consortium has consistently focused on 
community-based approaches to meet the needs of people with disabilities. Their focus is on 
creating and influencing positive changes in the environment that improve the quality of life of 
individuals with disabilities.   
 
• Community Foundation The Foundation of Western Massachusetts supports nonprofit 
organizations that offer programs in the arts, education, human services, health care, housing, 
and the environment and works to improve the quality of life for people in the region.  
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• Hampshire Community Action Committee The Committee addresses both the causes and 
effects of poverty.  They build relationships with low and moderate-income people to support 
their efforts to become more economically self sufficient.   
 
• Northeast Center for Youth and Families The Center has served some of the most 
challenging emotionally disturbed children and their families in Massachusetts.  They have 
provided the highest quality residential, educational, clinical, forensic, and outpatient services in 
community based settings.    
 
• Nueva Esperanza This non-profit community development corporation was established in 
1982 to deliver affordable housing, to promote community education, to provide human 
services programs, and encourage leadership within the community, and to facilitate economic 
development.   
 
• Safe Passage Inc. Safe Passage offers counseling, advocacy, legal advocacy, education, and 
community referrals to victims of domestic violence, sexual trauma, and child abuse.   
 
• Solutions Community Development Corporation This is a local non-profit organization 
governed by area residents and business owners devoted to serving the needs of small 
businesses and community residents.  Its mission is to promote community economic 
development opportunities for local residents, small businesses, and individuals interested in 
starting a small business in Holyoke. 
 
The Bank of Western Massachusetts has made a good effort to make contributions to 
organizations that provided education and training, affordable housing, youth programs, and health 
and human services primarily to low-income residents. 
 
Community Development Services 
 
A community development service has community development as its primary purpose and is 
generally related to the provision of financial services or technical services or assistance.   Based 
on the Bank’s level of involvement in such activities, Bank of Western Massachusetts services are 
considered excellent. 
 
Employee Services: 
 
• The Bank's President is a Board Member of the Western Massachusetts Enterprise Fund 
(WMEF).  The WMEF is a consortium of community development corporations that supports 
the development of entrepreneurial skills through technical assistance and provides access to 
non-traditional/non-bank financing vehicles.  
 
• The Bank’s Chairman of the Board is a Director of Mass Ventures Inc. The organization’s goal 
is help build high growth companies in Western Massachusetts.  The corporation represents a 
collaboration of the region’s academic and business leaders and its technological, academic, 
management, and capital resources.   
 
• A Vice President of Commercial Lending is a Board Member and Program Committee Chair of 
Behavioral Health Network, a non-profit service agency that has been providing services to 
children and families in western Massachusetts since 1938.  Programs include traditional, 
clinical, and outreach therapeutic services serving Springfield, Holyoke, and Chicopee.    
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• The Bank’s Assistant Vice President/Consumer Loan Officer is an Advisory Board Member of 
the Franklin County Home Care Money Management Program.  The program assists elders 
who have trouble managing their personal finances.  The program offers both bill payer 
services and representative payee services. 
 
• The CRA Officer served as Treasurer and the Vice President/Trust Officer serves on the 
Investment Committee and is a Board Member of the Women’s Fund of Western 
Massachusetts.  The fund is dedicated to increasing resources and opportunities for females of 
all ages.  The WFWM raises money to build long-term financial resources and strong women’s 
programs through grant making and technical assistance.   
 
• The Bank's Executive Vice President of Service Support is a Board Member, Sustaining 
Committee Member, and Program Committee Member of the Greenfield YMCA.  The 
organization offers financial assistance and work/trade arrangements to assist families and 
individuals. 
 
• The Assistant Vice President/Manager/Consumer Loan Officer serves on the Agency Funding 
Allocations Committee of the United Way of Hampshire County.  The United Way provides 
services targeted to low and moderate-income individuals.  The Bank’s President serves as a 
Trustee on the United Way of the Pioneer Valley.   
 
• The Bank's Executive Vice President of Commercial Lending served as Director and Vice 
President of the South End Community Center.  This non-profit serves low and moderate-
income youth, children, and families in the Springfield community, particularly the South End.   
 
• The Vice President of Commercial Lending is Vice Chairman of the Board and the past 
Chairman of Loan Review of the Franklin County Community Development Corporation. The 
Corporation’s mission is to stimulate a more vital, rural economy, to maximize community 
control over future economic destiny, and to expand opportunities for low and moderate-
income residents.   
 
• The Bank’s Vice President of Commercial Lending serves as a Capital Campaign Volunteer on 
the Food Bank of Western Massachusetts.  The Food Bank distributes food to those in most 
need in the four counties in Western Massachusetts.   
 
Bank employees also donate their time to many community and charitable organizations, including 
area Chambers of Commerce, other food pantries, libraries and elder services and services for 
children.  
 
For the period under review, the Bank of Western Massachusetts paid interest to Interest on 
Lawyers' Trust Accounts (IOLTA) totaling $156,050. Attorneys and law firms maintain these 
accounts for the short term holding of client’s funds. Interest earned on these accounts is then 
remitted to the IOLTA committee.  The IOLTA program benefits low-income individuals in the areas 
of consumer, family, education, disability, and elder law services.   
 
Educational Seminars 
 
Bank officers and employees have also participated in seminars and other events sponsored or co-
sponsored by the Bank during the examination period.  These events provide opportunities for 
Bank representatives to inform those in attendance about the products and services offered by the 
Bank and to gain information about unmet credit needs in the assessment area. 
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The Bank has sponsored eight first-time homebuyer seminars during the examination period. 
 
In 2004, the Bank’s Assistant Vice President hosted three leadership briefing series seminars to 
area businesses.  The workshops were held at the Bank’s Northampton branch.    
 
The Bank of Western Massachusetts sponsored and participated at this first time homebuyer 
seminar held in conjunction with Rural Development Inc. held at the Bank’s Shelburne Falls 
branch.  
 
In 2005, the Bank co-sponsored the Annual Woman Business Owners Conferences in 
conjunction with the University of Massachusetts Small Business Development Center Network.  
The Bank developed this conference 13 years ago and has sponsored it every year since. The 
conference provides a networking opportunity for women business owners through their 
establishment of roundtable groups, which continue to meet monthly throughout the year.  
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 PERFORMANCE EVALUATION DISCLOSURE GUIDE 
 
 Massachusetts General Laws Chapter 167, Section 14, as amended, and the 
Uniform Interagency Community Reinvestment Act (CRA) Guidelines for Disclosure 
of Written Evaluations require all financial institutions to take the following actions 
within 30 business days of receipt of the CRA evaluation of their institution: 
 
 1)  Make its most current CRA performance evaluation available to the public; 
 
 2) At a minimum, place the evaluation in the institution's CRA public file located 
at the head office and at a designated office in each assessment area; 
 
 3) Add the following language to the institution's required CRA public notice that 
is posted in each depository facility: 
 
  "You may obtain the public section of our most recent CRA Performance 
Evaluation, which was prepared by the Massachusetts Division of Banks, at 
(1391 Main Street, Springfield, MA 01101)."  
 
  [Please Note:  If the institution has more than one assessment area, each 
office (other than off-premises electronic deposit facilities) in that assessment 
area shall also include the address of the designated office for that 
assessment area.] 
 
 4) Provide a copy of its current evaluation to the public, upon request.  In 
connection with this, the institution is authorized to charge a fee which does 
not exceed the cost of reproduction and mailing (if applicable). 
 
 
 The format and content of the institution's evaluation, as prepared by its supervisory 
agency, may not be altered or abridged in any manner.  The institution is 
encouraged to include its response to the evaluation in its CRA public file. 
 
 
